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The introduction of electronic health records has produced
many challenges for clinicians. These include integrating
technology into clinical workflow and fragmentation of relevant information across systems. Dashboards, which use visualized data to summarize key patient information, have
the potential to address these issues. In this article, we outline a usability evaluation of a dashboard designed for home
care nurses. An iterative design process was used, which
consisted of (1) contextual inquiry (observation and interviews) with two home care nurses; (2) rapid feedback on paper
prototypes of the dashboard (10 nurses); and (3) usability
evaluation of the final dashboard prototype (20 nurses).
Usability methods and assessments included observation of nurses interacting with the dashboard, the system
usability scale, and the Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction short form. The dashboard prototype was
deemed to have high usability (mean system usability scale,
73.2 [SD, 18.8]) and was positively evaluated by nurse
users. It is important to ensure that technology solutions
such as the one proposed in this article are designed with
clinical users in mind, to meet their information needs.
The design elements of the dashboard outlined in this article
could be translated to other electronic health records used in
home care settings.
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ealth information technology systems are widespread across healthcare settings. In the United
States, while most hospitals have electronic health
record (EHR) systems,1 their use is less common
(although increasing) in other settings, such as home
care2 and residential care.3 The value of EHRs remains an
open question, and their introduction has produced significant challenges for clinicians, particularly regarding effective
integration of the technology into their workflow.4,5 Nurses,
for example, often have to mentally integrate information
derived from technology systems in different locations6 and
express a need for support in synthesizing the available information to paint a “picture of the patient” over time.7 In an
effort to help clinicians integrate data regarding diagnoses
and treatment interventions for patients across time, some
studies developed techniques for visual display of patient
data both at the individual and group levels.8–11 These systems typically integrate data from a variety of electronic data
sources in hospital settings to provide visualizations of varying complexity to clinicians. The assumption of such initiatives is that the visualizations will help clinicians with retrieving
data and making clinical decisions. However, to date, there
has been limited evaluation of the impact of such systems in
practice settings.11
To an increasing extent, dashboards are being deployed to
visually summarize data relevant to individual clinicians to
support decisions at the point of care. Dashboards can reduce
cognitive overload and improve users' ability to interpret and
remember relevant data.12,13 Dashboards may be used for
many purposes in healthcare settings, for example to provide
feedback on how well clinicians adhere to clinical practice
guidelines,14 to encourage clinicians to carry out evidencebased care,15 or to combine and display information about
a patient's condition to support clinical decisions.6,16,17 Initial evaluations of dashboards have documented reduced
response times for finding relevant information,6,12,18,19
improved accuracy in information retrieval,6,18,19 and increased adherence to evidence-based care interventions.12
A significant number of studies have been conducted in
hospital settings to explore the use of visualized data to support clinical care.6,9,14–16 However, to our knowledge, only
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one previous study focused on home healthcare.18 Approximately 4.9 million individuals in the US in 2014 received
care at home,20 and this number is likely to increase as the
population ages.21 Home care nurses face challenges that are
similar to those in an acute care environment when accessing
relevant information at the point of care to enable appropriate decisions. However, they also have specific challenges;
they see patients less frequently (there can be considerable
gaps of time between home care visits), and there is often
very little continuity among the nurses who make patient
visits across an episode of home care.22 In a companion
study, we asked a group of home care nurses in the US to
identify information they required to help them provide care
for patients with heart failure23 who were at increased risk
of hospital readmission from a home care setting,24,25 and
therefore the importance of this information to nurses.
The results of the study were used to design a prototype
dashboard focused on tracking and monitoring of patient
information (ie, weight and vital signs) over time. In this
article, we briefly describe the design process used to develop the dashboard prototype and present the findings
from our usability evaluation of the dashboard.

METHODS
Study Context
The study was conducted in a large not-for-profit home care
agency in the Northeastern US. In 2016, at the time of the
study, the agency served more than 142 000 patients and
employed more than 1400 RNs and licensed practical nurses.
The agency's internally developed EHR system was used by
all home care nurses at the point of care. Data collected via
the electronic system included the Outcomes and Assessment
Information Set (OASIS), which is a mandated assessment
carried out by all Medicare-certified home care agencies on
admission, at multiple points during care, and at discharge.
In addition, nurses documented their interventions and observations associated with every home care visit.

Participants
Home care nurses working in the home care agency participated in both the dashboard design process and the usability
evaluation. Nurses were volunteers recruited via email or
after clinical team meetings. Two nurses were recruited
as codesigners for the study, participated in contextual interview sessions, and completed the usability evaluation. Ten
nurses provided rapid feedback on the paper prototype
dashboards, and 20 nurses completed the usability evaluation only (32 nurses in total across all three study components). In addition, three experts were recruited externally
to conduct a heuristic evaluation of the dashboard prototype. Criteria for selection as an expert were status as a nurse,
publication in the field of informatics, and some expertise in
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the field of data visualization. Dashboard design commenced
in September 2016, and the usability evaluation took place
during the period between January and February 2017.
All elements of the study were approved by the relevant
institutional review boards.

Dashboard Design Process
In a companion study, nurses participated in focus groups to
identify what information was required to assist them in delivering effective evidence-based care to patients with heart
failure (the detailed methods and results of the focus group
study are published separately).23 We also conducted a study
to explore nurses' ability to understand visualized information (such as line graphs and bar graphs; full information
on the methods and results of this study are also published
separately).26 The results of these two studies were used to inform the design of the dashboards presented in this article.
Based on the focus group findings, dashboards were developed to assist nurses with the monitoring of patient weights
and vital signs between visits. The dashboards incorporated
different display options to accommodate individual variation in comprehension of graphical information, based on
the results of our study.26
We used a design science framework approach to develop the
prototype dashboards.27,28 This approach emphasizes the
importance of collaboration with the end-user of the technology (in this case home care nurses) and is iterative in nature.
A sample of two home care nurses worked as “codesigners”
with the research team to develop the final prototype dashboard, as presented in the following paragraphs.
Contextual inquiry was used to observe nurses conducting
normal home care visits, with follow-up interviews that explored how they did their work. A researcher accompanied
each nurse to two patient visits (two nurses, with a total of four
visits and observations), observed them performing care, took
notes, and then asked questions to verify that the researcher's
understanding of the nurses' work was correct, and to document the nurses' views and comments.
Using information from the contextual inquiry, paper
prototypes of potential dashboard designs were developed
and evaluated in an iterative cycle using rapid feedback from
a sample of 10 nurses. The paper prototypes were formatted
on poster boards. Nurses provided written consent to participate in the study. They were asked to write down their
thoughts and feedback on the prototype design (including
layout, colors, and information presented in the dashboard) and suggestions for improvements. In general, the
feedback sessions lasted approximately 5 to 10 minutes.
Based on observations, interviews, and rapid feedback on
paper prototypes, a final version of the dashboard was developed. The prototype was Web-based using a widely available
tool, InVision (InVision, New York, NY; invision.com), and
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designed to look as if it were integrated into the agency EHR
system. All data for the prototype dashboard were fabricated
(based on data that would be seen by nurses in a home care
agency) and preprogrammed into the dashboard design.
The interface for the dashboard was programmed to provide interactivity (to enable switching between data displays).

Usability Evaluation Methods
We used the Tasks, Users, Representations, and Functions
(TURF) framework29 to structure the usability evaluation.
The interactive Web-based prototype dashboard was evaluated for function (how useful is it?), users (how satisfying do
the users find it?), representations, and task (how usable is
it?). Participants (n = 20) were given a written series of tasks
to complete using the prototype. The first set of tasks focused
on extracting information from the data display (eg, providing a value for the blood pressure measurement on a specific
date). A second set of tasks focused on dashboard functionality (ie, switch between graph types, select different data to
display, and navigate between the front patient case screen
and the dashboard located in the patient's notes to record vital signs). Participants were asked to complete the tasks on
the worksheet, writing down information they extracted
from the dashboard where appropriate. While they completed the tasks, their interactions with the dashboard interface
were recorded using Morae software (TechSmith, Okemos,
MI), including the time participants started and finished the
tasks, verbalizations, and on-screen activity such as mouse
and keyboard input.
Usefulness was assessed by analyzing participant data (n = 20)
recorded as they interacted with the dashboard during the evaluation session and comparing how they used the dashboard to
the functionality built into the dashboard. For example, we
recorded whether participants used radio buttons to navigate
among different vital signs measures, if they used the mouse
to hover over graphs to identify a specific value associated with
a data point, or if they moved between bar and line graph data
displays. Whether the participants completed each task with
ease (without assistance) or with difficulty (defined as requiring
assistance from the research team to complete the task) or failed
to complete was noted as part of the evaluation.
Satisfaction (how useful the users found the system to be)
was evaluated using two validated questionnaires: the 10-item
System Usability Scale (SUS)30 and the short-form 50-item
Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS).31,32
The SUS is a flexible questionnaire designed to assess any
technology and is relatively quick and easy to complete. It
consists of 10 statements that are scored on a 5-point scale
of strength of agreement, with final scores (after transformation of the scores as described in the Data Analysis section)
ranging from 0 to 100. A higher score indicates better usability. As a general rule, a system that has a score above 70 has
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acceptable usability; a lower score means that the system
needs more scrutiny and continued improvement.33 The
QUIS was developed by a group of researchers at the University of Maryland and is specifically designed to measure
user satisfaction with various components of a technology
system, which includes both overall system satisfaction and
specific interface factors such as screen design and system
terminology.34 The questionnaire can be configured so that
it fits the needs for user interface analysis. The original full
QUIS has 11 subcomponents, with more than 120 questions
covering aspects of usability including learning, terminology,
and system capabilities. It has extremely high reliability
(Cronbach's α = .95)34 and has been used successfully for
user evaluations across a variety of different technology systems in healthcare.35–38 For this study, the QUIS short form
was used to reduce burden on study participants. We used
the QUIS subcomponents relevant to the dashboard evaluation, which included part 3: overall user reactions (five questions); part 4: screen (four questions); part 5: terminology
and dashboard information (two questions); part 6: learning
(three questions); and part 7: system capabilities (two questions). For each subcomponent, participants rated the dashboard on a scale from 1 to 9 (a summary of each question
and the differential response items are provided in Table 2).
Usability was evaluated using heuristic evaluation and task
analysis.29 Heuristic evaluation was conducted by experts
who were provided with an extended task list designed to enable them to explore the full functionality of the dashboard
and a heuristic evaluation checklist developed for the study.39
The checklist consisted of seven general usability principles
(visibility of system status, match between system and the real
world, user control and freedom, consistency and standards,
recognition rather than recall, flexibility and efficiency of
use, aesthetic and minimalist design/remove the extraneous)
with 40 usability factors (eg, Does every screen have a tile
or header that describes its contents? Do the selected colors
correspond to common expectations about color codes?)
and three visualization-specific usability principles (spatial
organization, information coding, orientation) with nine
usability factors (eg, Are symbols appropriate for the data
represented?). If the factor was present then the evaluator gave
a score of 1 (yes), and if it was not present, a score of 0 (no).
Task analysis compared user performance in terms of
time on task. The actual time that home health nurses spent
using the dashboard was compared to the total time it took a
group of expert users (three of the study co-authors) to complete a set of tasks. The lower the difference between the two
groups, the more usable the system was considered to be.

Usability Evaluation Data Analysis
Usefulness: The audio recordings of participant interactions
with, and feedback regarding, the dashboard underwent
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content analysis. Three members of the team independently categorized statements from the audio recordings
before meeting to reach consensus on the categorization
for each comment.
Satisfying: The SUS was scored by converting responses to
a 0- to 4-point scale (4 was the most positive response). The
converted responses were added and multiplied by 2.5 as
per the scoring instructions, giving a range of possible values
from 0 to 100. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize
the SUS scores across all evaluators of the system. The means
and standard deviations for each item on the QUIS were calculated and then graphically displayed, providing an overall
profile of areas that participants identified as being particularly good or bad.
Usability: The output from a heuristic evaluation is a summary list of usability problems identified by the group of
evaluators. The scores for each heuristic were calculated by
dividing the total number of factors (points) awarded by
the total number available. The higher the score, the more
usable the system was considered to be.
Three experts who did not participate in the heuristic
evaluation were recorded interacting with the dashboard to
complete the task list created for the usability evaluation.
The total time to complete the task list for each expert was
calculated. The mean of the expert times was then used as
the expert model. Total time using the dashboard was
identified for each participant in the usability evaluation.
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize these data,
including the average, maximum, and minimum completion times for the task list, and compared to the expert
model. Users' ability to accurately extract information from
the dashboard was also recorded.

RESULTS
Prototype Dashboard Design Features
Following the contextual inquiry observation, interviews,
and two rounds of rapid feedback on paper prototypes, the
Web-based interactive prototype was developed (an example
of the dashboard display for weight is provided as Figure 1).
Suggestions extracted from the data resulted in the development of the following areas of functionality for the prototype:
• movement enabled between different visualizations of the
data (switching between a line graph and a bar graph);
• data displayed for different vital signs (using the radio
buttons);
• information displayed in both the front screen of the patient EHR and in the patient notes for vital signs (where
nurses commonly document measurements); and
• measurements color-coded (eg, red for measurements
outside of guidelines, yellow for weight measurements
above initial weight but not outside guidelines, green
for measurements inside guidelines).
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Usability Evaluation
Participants

A total of 22 nurses completed the usability evaluation (the
two codesigners plus 20 participants recruited for the usability
evaluation). They were predominantly female (n = 20 [91%])
with a mean age of 51 (SD, 10.0) years. They were ethnically
diverse (32% white non-Hispanic, 32% Asian, 23% African
American, and 14% Hispanic/other race/ethnicity) and
experienced (78% had ≥10 years of nursing experience).
Usefulness

The majority of participants (91%) were able to use the dashboard immediately, and easily used radio buttons to switch
between data elements and icons to navigate between the
line and bar graphs (96%) (Table 1). Participants liked the
functions that enabled them to see trends for vital signs over
time, without having to search back through previous notes.
“It has, like, past vital signs, which is really helpful, instead
of going back and forth” (Nurse 32). “Because sometimes
you're like, oh, what was the weight the other day, but if
you have the graph in front of you, then you can see the
change right away” (Nurse 40).
The color-coded data (red, yellow, green) were received
positively; participants noted that this helped them to pay attention to the data. The built-in decision support (highlighting
with red color when a measurement was outside recommended guidelines) was also identified as an important element of dashboard functionality. “Just looking at numbers,
numbers, numbers, there's something robotic, you don't pay
attention, but with colors it makes it stand out more, you
pay attention” (Nurse 36). “It's like ok now I see everything I
need to know and the fact that it has the blood pressure
parameters on there when you go into the blood pressure
graph, that's good too because now I can see, ok, well this
one was a little off, let me call the doctor” (Nurse 52).
More than half of participants had difficulty (50%) or failed
to complete (16%) the task that required navigating from the
initial front dashboard display screen to the patient notes area
of the EHR to document vital signs. This was partly due to the
functionality of the Web-page interface used in the study,
which did not behave the same as the agency's EHR. Of the
individuals who did navigate to the charting screens, another
two participants were unable to complete documentation
(again, due to a lack of congruence between the prototype
Web page and the agency's EHR screen).
There was some disagreement in the verbal feedback on
the overall usability of the system. Some participants reported
that they found it easy to use without training, and others
stated a need for training and practice. “I don't think you need
any experience, I thought I navigated it quite well” (Nurse 48).
“For someone like me it was easier, but for some of the older
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FIGURE 1. Example of prototype dashboard display.

nurses it might take more time to kind of get the hang of it but
I think it should get easier for them too” (Nurse 52). “I'm not
the most computer savvy so I would just have to practice”
(Nurse 39). “Just teach us like how to navigate and where
we are supposed to find this and that because, you know the
only thing I know with computers is the one I do with my
notes and my visit, that's it” (Nurse 41).
In the course of the usability evaluation, participants
suggested further functionality to be built into the dashboard
before deployment. This included the ability to change font
size on the display, the addition of blood glucose readings to
the charts, and editing the graphs to make the relationship
between vital sign records and dates clearer. “If it can be
done with blood sugars too, that would be good” (Nurse
52). “I think for diabetic patients that might be helpful, to

see what the sugars were last week instead of going back”
(Nurse 32). “But seeing like over here, like the 23rd, the graph
went like that and to kind of see down here, it's kind of hard
to see, from this side of the graph over to where the number
was” (Nurse 48)

Satisfying
The dashboard had a mean SUS score of 73.2 (SD, 18.8)
and a median score of 70. Means of QUIS ratings of the
dashboard prototype (scale from 1 to 9: word on the left = 1,
word on the right = 2) are summarized in Table 2. Dashboard elements given the highest ratings were terminology
and dashboard information (mean, 7.8 [SD, 1.5]) and the
dashboard screen (mean, 7.7 [SD, 1.2]). Elements with the

Table 1. Task Completion

Started using dashboard
Ability to switch to bar graph
Ability to switch between data elements using radial button
Switch to vital signs screen in EHRa
Ability to chart data in vital signs
Ability to identify area for charting weight
Completes task list

Completed With Ease

Completed With Difficulty

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

20 (91)
14 (64)
19 (86)
7 (32)
9 (41)
12 (55)
14 (64)

2 (9)
2 (9)
0
11 (50)
7 (32)
4 (18)
6 (27)

0 (0)
6 (27)
0 (14)
4 (18)
6 (27)
6 (27)
2 (9)

Failed to Complete

a

Part of functionality of EHR, not the dashboard.
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Table 2. Summary of SUS and QUIS scores
SUS
QUIS
Overall user reactions
Terrible/wonderful
Frustrating/satisfying
Dull/stimulating
Difficult/easy
Rigid/flexible
Dashboard screen
Characters on screen hard/easy to read
Highlighting helpful/unhelpful
Screen layouts helpful never/always
Sequence of screens confusing/clear
Terminology and dashboard information
The use of terminology inconsistent/
consistent
Terminology relates to work never/always
Learning the dashboard
Learning the dashboard difficult/easy
Exploration of features by trial and error discouraging/encouraging
Tasks performed in straightforward
manner never/always
Dashboard capabilities
Dashboard speed too slow/fast enough
Ease of operation depends on level of
experience never/always

n

Mean (SD)

22

73.2 (18.8)

20
21
21
21
21
20
22
22
22
22
22
22
22

6.1 (1.0)
7.1 (1.5)
5.8 (2.6)
5.4 (2.6)
6.1 (2.5)
6.5 (2.1)
7.7 (1.2)
8.0 (1.4)
8.0 (1.2)
7.4 (1.3)
7.3 (1.7)
7.8 (1.5)
7.8 (1.4)

22
22
22
22

7.7 (1.5)
7.5 (1.3)
7.5 (1.3)
7.5 (1.4)

22

7.5 (1.4)

22
22
22

7.6 (1.4)
8.0 (1.40)
7.1 (2.0)

lowest ratings were the overall user reactions (mean, 6.1 [SD,
1.0]) and learning the dashboard (mean, 7.5 [SD, 1.3]).

Usability
The usability issues identified by the three experts who participated in the heuristic evaluation were classified as being
either a minor usability issue (n = 5) or a cosmetic problem
only (n = 12), in the areas of the flexibility and efficiency of
dashboard use and user control and freedom (Table 3). Specific issues raised included placing the icons for graph selection (line graph or bar graph) closer to the graph (cosmetic
problem only) and using a contrasting color to highlight
which graph is selected (minor issue). The heuristic evaluators also made suggestions regarding the icon for the line
graph (cosmetic problem only), graying in the legend to convey that it is not interactive (cosmetic problem only), and the
ability to (1) choose more data on one graph and (2) show a
broader or narrower date range (minor issue).
Participants' average time to complete all dashboard tasks
was 5.7 (SD, 2.4) minutes compared to 1.4 (SD, 0.6) minutes
for the expert users. All nurses took more time than the average expert user. The average time deviation between nurses
and expert users was 4.3 (SD, 2.4) minutes. The ability of
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participants to navigate the dashboard and extract accurate
data from the displays was assessed in the task form. Questions specifically related to the ability to interpret data in
the dashboards had accuracy ratings between 55% and
100%. Overall, 100% of participants were able to identify
a patient's weight; however, only 55% (n = 12) were able
to accurately identify a patient's temperature. The actual patient temperature was 99.7°F, which displayed if the mouse
point hovered over the reading on the chart. However, if
participants only viewed the graph without the mouse hovering feature, then they either gave a reading of 100°F (n = 6
[27%]) or 99°F (n = 2 [9%]). One participant gave a reading
of 99.5°F.

DISCUSSION
This article reports the results of a usability evaluation of a
point-of-care dashboard prototype developed for use by
home care nurses. The dashboard was designed for integration into an existing, internally developed EHR to support
decision making in the care of patients with heart failure.
The final dashboard prototype displays data trends for a
patient's vital signs and weight across home care visits and incorporates inbuilt alerts (decision support) to indicate to the
home care nurse when a patient's measurements are outside
the guidelines40 or parameters established by the physician.
In general, it is considered that usable products should have
SUS scores above 70; our prototype scored 73, suggesting
acceptable usability.41 Nurses who participated in the usability evaluation indicated that elements of the dashboard design (such as providing information trends through time on
a patient's weight and vital signs, the use of visual displays
for the data, and color coding to indicate measurements outside guidelines or recommendations) were perceived to be
extremely useful as support for clinical practice.

Table 3. Heuristic Evaluation Ratings
Possible
Score
Visibility of system status
Match between system and the
real world
User control and freedom
Consistency and standards
Recognition rather than recall
Flexibility and efficiency of use
Aesthetic and minimalist design/
remove the extraneous (ink)
Spatial organization
Information coding
Orientation
Total
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Score

Result
(%)

6
5

5.7
4

95
80

5
6
4
7
7

3
5.3
3
4
6

60
88
75
57
86

3
2
4
49

2.67
2
3.33
39

89
100
83
79.6
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However, before deployment in clinical practice, the
dashboard would need considerable refinement, taking into
account the results of the usability evaluation and feedback
from the expert evaluators regarding design and layout of
functions, as well as the nurses' need for training and education on how to use the dashboard effectively. Other functionality, such as providing data on a patient's blood glucose
measurements (requested by several nurses in feedback),
enhancing the usability of the graph function for temperature readings, and providing the facility to graph multiple
indicators on one display (not specifically mentioned by these
nurses but accepted practice in other settings), could also
be considered.
While our study is not the first to develop visualizations to
summarize patient trends for home care nurses,18 it is the first
to specifically address both the information needs of the nurses
and individual differences in the comprehension of visualized
information. Because of the nature of home care nursing,
where the frequency of visits and lack of continuity vary compared to acute care settings, providing nurses with information over time to enable efficient monitoring of the patient's
self-management is vital. The use of visual dashboards, such as
the one developed in this study, means that nurses do not have
to seek these data across a large number of previous visit notes
and are readily alerted if the patient's condition deteriorates.

evaluation did not explore the dashboard in actual practice,
meaning that it is not clear whether it would integrate effectively with a nurse's actual workflow.

Study Limitations
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systems when a patient's measurements fall outside guidelines
and parameters.
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pages, which was not fully integrated into, and lacked the
functionality of, the agency's EHR. This caused difficulties
for several participants in the usability evaluation when they
were asked to navigate from the front display dashboard to
the area of the EHR in which they would normally chart a
patient's weight and vital signs. In addition, the usability
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Future Research
As noted, before the dashboard developed in this study could
be implemented in a practice setting, it would need refinement and the addition of a training module. Whether and
how the dashboard integrates with nurses' workflow and its
potential impact on nurses' ability to retrieve information
for use in decision making also need to be explored. Finally,
studies to evaluate the long-term impact of the dashboard
implementation on patient healthcare outcomes are needed.

CONCLUSION
The use of visualization techniques such as dashboards is increasing in response to clinician needs for summarized, easily
interpreted patient information at the point of care. In this
study, we developed a dashboard for use by home care nurses
that included nurses in all aspects of the design process. It is
important to ensure that technology solutions, such as the
one proposed here, are designed with clinical users in mind,
to meet their information needs. The design elements of the
dashboard, which was rated as usable by nurses, could be
translated to other EHRs used in home care settings.
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